SAMPLE VIDEO SCRIPT

Before being pied in the face:

Hi, I’m _NAME_. March 14 is Pi Day... 3.14, get it? And it’s Albert Einstein’s birthday!

To celebrate, I’m participating in a virtual pie-in-the-face challenge, benefiting the Glazer Children’s Museum.

I can either donate $3-or-more to the Glazer Children’s Museum or get pied in the face. I chose “BOTH” or “THE PIE.” Here we go....

After being pied in the face:

I challenge _FRIEND 1_, _FRIEND 2_, and _FRIEND 3_.

Make your own video if you dare! Then, challenge 3 friends to do the same.

Be sure to tag your friends, tag the Glazer Children’s Museum @glazerchildrensmuseum and use #GCMpiday.

Or make a donation at GlazerMuseum.org/piday

Are you willing to get messy for a good cause?